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The Grade Center 

 
The Grade Center is a built-in grade book for your course on Blackboard. It 
provides a place to store, manage, and calculate student grades, both on items 
such as assignments and tests that you create and grade within Blackboard as 

well as on items that you create outside of Blackboard, which you can then enter manually into 
the grade center.  
 
How does the Grade Center Work for Assignments Created in Blackboard?  
1. When you create an item (e.g. an assignment or test) through Blackboard, the Grade Center 
will automatically generate a column for student grades for this item. For information on how 
to create an assignment through Blackboard, see our PDF Walkthrough and Video Guide.  
2. Finally, when you grade the item through the inline grading feature on Blackboard, the 
grades that you assign to each student will show up in the Grade Center under the proper user 
name and column. For more information on inline grading in Blackboard, see our PDF 
Walkthrough and Video Guide. 
 
How do You Manually Enter Grades in the Grade Center? 
1. You can also enter grades manually for items created and graded outside of Blackboard. 
Once you are ready to enter your grades, create a column for the graded item in the Grade 
Center. For information on how to create a column, see our PDF Walkthrough. 
2. Next, simply find the column in the Full Grade Center. Click in the space under the name of 
the selected user and enter each grade manually.  
 
How can I Customize the Grade Center? 
1. You can customize Smart Views of the Grade Center that enable you to see (1) The grades of 
a group (2) The performance of students scoring within a certain value on an item (3) The 
overall performance of a certain user or users and (4) The status of an item. For more 
information, see our PDF Walkthrough on Smart Views.   
2. You can also break your Grade Center up into Grading Periods in order to customize your 
view as well as to divide your graded items for averages columns and reports. To learn how to 
create and manage Grading Periods, see our PDF Walkthrough.  
 
What Calculations can the Grade Center Perform?  
1. You can set up a column to average the scores of all or a select number of columns in the 
Grade Center. To learn how to create an Averages Column, see our PDF Walkthrough. 
2. You can also set up a weighted grade column where you can designate different weights for a 
series of items for an averages column. For example, you can set up a midterm and a final to 
count as 30% each and a paper assignment to count as 40%. To learn how to create a Weighted 
Column, see our PDF Walkthrough.   
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